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Abstract

63Cu and 17O NMR measurements in the normal and superconducting states of Tl Ba Ca Cu O with different d2 2 2 3 10yd

Ž opt . optare reported. In the overdoped Tl2223 sample with T s117 K T s123 K and d -d different temperaturec c 1

dependencies of the Knight shift 17K are revealed for inequivalent CuO layers. For the inner CuO layer with the square2 2

oxygen coordination of Cu the decrease of 17K with temperature is more gradual. In going towards the underdoped Tl2223
with T s104 K and d )d opt the changes of 63,17K with temperature are found to be the same for both types of copperc 2

layers. The quadrupole coupling constants for copper and oxygen from different CuO layers were obtained. From the2

variations with doping of the valence contribution to the electric field gradient at copper sites, we estimate both the hole
numbers at Cu and oxygen sites and the real concentration of mobile hole carriers n in each of inequivalent CuO layers. Inh 2

Žthe overdoped Tl2223 sample the charge density in the inner layer differs from the one in the outer plane with five-fold
.oxygen coordination for Cu . Our results show that the inhomogeneity of the charge distribution disappears in the

underdoped regime. The results are compared with calculations of the charge distribution among the CuO planes in2
w Ž . xmultilayered cuprates reported by Haines and Tallon E.M. Haines, J.L. Tallon, Phys. Rev. B 45 1992 3127 . q 1998

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

High-T superconducting copper oxidesc

Tl Ba Ca Cu O have a layered structure2 2 n nq1 6q2 nyd
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which includes perovskite-like CuO planes. The2

features of electronic excitations in these layers de-
termine superconducting properties of the compound
and depend on concentration of holes in the layer.
The crystallographically inequivalent CuO planes,2

in which copper atoms have different coordination
with the nearest oxygen atoms, appear at ns2. In
the two outer layers of Tl2223, the copper atoms,
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Ž .Cu 1 , have the pyramidal nearest environment simi-
lar to the oxygen five-fold coordination of Cu in the
CuO layers of YBa Cu O . For the inner layer2 2 3 7

Ž .positioned between two planes of Ca the Cu 2
atoms have a square-plane coordination with the four
nearest oxygen atoms.

In cuprates, superconducting transition tempera-
ture T reaches a maximum near the hole concentra-c

opt w xtion n f0.2 per copper atom 1–3 . The com-h

pound with nopt is said to be optimally doped. If theh

hole concentration n is less or more than the opti-h

mal one, we deal with an underdoped or overdoped
compound, respectively. The thallium content and
the oxygen depletion d both define n inh

Tl Ba Ca Cu O .2 2 n nq1 6q2 nyd

As the inner CuO plane is more distant from the2

acceptor TlO layer, a problem related to the hole
distribution among crystallographically inequivalent
planes arises. There are different view-points on this

w xproblem. Di Stasio et al. 4 have analysed the
distribution of charge between the CuO layers in2

the framework of a sheet charge model and pointed
an important inhomogeneity of a hole distribution
among crystallographically inequivalent CuO planes2

for Tl2223. On the other hand taking into account a
possible inhomogeneous distribution of charge within

w xthe layers Haines and Tallon 5 have calculated the
equilibrium charge density distribution function and
revealed that the degree of doping for the different
CuO planes is strongly dependent on the total con-2

centration of holes in multilayered cuprates. Accord-
ing to these calculations a nearly homogeneous dis-
tribution of a charge among the planes is expected
for Tl2223 with optimal n .h

As established from NMR shift experiments, the
temperature dependence of the uniform spin suscep-

Ž .tibility of the CuO layers x qs0, T is very2 s
w xsensitive to the level of doping 6–8 . For the under-

Ž opt.doped state n -n the spin susceptibility xh h s

decreases when lowering T. In the case of strongly
overdoped compounds a monotonous increase of xs

is observed. In the three layered oxide Bi2223, a
Ž .substantially different behavior of x T was founds

w xfor inequivalent planes 9–11 . These data give evi-
dence that the inner CuO layer is less doped than2

Ž .the outer ones. A similar behavior of x T was alsos
w x 17found in TlBa Ca Cu O compound 12 . The O2 2 3 9

w x 63 w x13 and Cu 14 NMR shift data, reported for

TlBa2223 samples with T s114 and 125 K, led thec

authors to conclude about a homogeneous hole dis-
tribution among the crystallographically inequivalent
layers. It was suggested that as T opt increases, thec

hole distribution among the different CuO layers2

becomes more homogeneous in going from the un-
derdoped Bi2223 and Tl1223 to Tl2223 with the
highest T opt.c

The 63Cu Knight shift at different copper sites
changes with temperature in similar manner accord-

w xing to the data reported by Zheng et al. 15 for
Ž .slightly overdoped Tl2223 T s115 K .c
w xIn our previous works 16,17 we reported the

results of the combined analysis of the NMR line
shift data on the 63Cu, 17O and 205Tl nuclei in
slightly overdoped Tl2223 with T s117 K-T max

c c

and optimal doped Tl2223 with T s123 K. Thec

temperature dependence of the uniform spin suscep-
Ž .tibility x qs0 is found to be different for thes

crystallographically inequivalent CuO layers. A2
Ž .rather sharp decrease of x T with temperatures

occurs for the inner layer. This may be considered as
an indication of the lower concentration of hole
carriers in this layer in comparison with n for theh

outer layer. It is of interest to study by NMR the
Ž .changes in the temperature dependence of x qs0s

for crystallographically inequivalent CuO layers in2

going from the overdoped towards the underdoped
state of Tl2223. In the present paper we report the
63Cu and 17O NMR shift data obtained for uniaxially
oriented ceramic samples of Tl2223 with T s117 Kc
Ž . Ž .overdoped state and T s104 K underdoped statec

in normal and superconducting states.

2. Experimental technique and samples

The NMR measurements were performed on sin-
gle-phase ceramic samples of Tl Ba Ca Cu O2 2 2 3 10yd

Ž .with T s117 K sample 1 and with T s104 Kc c
˚Ž . Žsample 2 . The first sample Tl2223 as3.8584 A,

˚ .cs35.7058 A was prepared by conventional solid-
state reaction. The pure powders of BaO, CaCO and3

CuO were mixed in the appropriate proportions with
a pestle in an agate mortar. The product was heat

Ž . Ž .treated at 8508C 30 h and then at 9208C 40 h with
intermediate grindings. The obtained compounds
were mixed with the appropriate amounts of Tl O2 3
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Ž .and pressed into pellets 13 mm in diameter . The
pellets were wrapped in a nickel foil to prevent the
loss of thallium at elevated temperatures and subse-
quent sintering was performed in a closed quartz

Ž .tube in the following way: a two-stage heating up
Žto 8808C for 45 min in a dynamic vacuum up to

.6008C at first and then in the oxygen atmosphere ;
Ž . Ž .b sintering at this temperature for 30 min; c
cooling down to 7508C for 5 min and the final slow
cooling to room temperature in the furnace.

X-ray diffraction data have shown that the materi-
als prepared by the above procedure are almost
single-phase. Thereby the admixture of the Tl2212
phase in the Tl2223 sample does not exceed 5%.

Then the ceramic pellets were powdered and en-
riched with 17O isotope. The powder was poured into
the platinum cup which was then placed into the
quartz tube mounted in the furnace. Within this tube
made in the form of the closed loop the 17O was2

circulated. The starting enrichment accounted for
31.3%. During the heat treatment of the samples the
oxygen gas in the loop was continuously scrubbed

Ž . 17 16with Ascarite and cold plate at 180 K . The O– O
isotope substitution was carried out at 6508C for 168
h under oxygen pressure of 730 Torr with three
refillings of the system with ‘fresh’ oxygen-17. Then
sample was cooled down at 15 Krh to room temper-
ature. According to data of the mass spectroscopic
analysis the final 17O enrichment of the sample
reaches 25%.

The value of T was determined as the tempera-c

ture at which the diamagnetic response in the AC
susceptibility measurements appears.

The synthesis and structural certification of sam-
w xple 2 were reported in Ref. 18 . This sample was

also enriched with oxygen-17 following to the proce-
dure mentioned above. After enrichment sample 2
was first annealed in the nitrogen flow at 2008C for 3

Ž .h and then under vacuum 3 Torr at 3008C for 5 h
and, lastly, it was heat treated in a nitrogen atmo-
sphere at 3508C for 5 h. The value of T has beenc

decreased to T s104 K after this procedure. X-rayc

analysis shows a single phase nature of the annealed
sample. As a result of this heat treatment we found
the lattice parameter a to be unchanged, viz as

˚3.8536 A and a slight increase of the unit cell in the
˚ Ž .c-direction, namely cs35.689 A before annealing

˚ Ž .and cs35.767 A after annealing . An increase of

the lattice parameter c with decrease of T confirmsc
w xthe underdoped state of sample 2 19 .

Both powdered samples of Tl2223 were mixed
with epoxy and oriented in the magnetic field of 8 T.

The 63Cu and 17O NMR measurements were car-
ried out on Bruker NMR pulse spectrometer over the
temperature range 10–400 K in a magnetic field

Ž .B s8 T. The spectra were obtained with a pr2 –0 x
Ž . Ž .t- pr2 –t- echo pulse sequence and subsequenty

Fourier transform of the second half of the echo
signal. The spin echo signals were measured after
quadrature phase-sensitive detection with the discrete
change of the spectrometer frequency. The total cy-
cle of measurements was organized with successive
1808-alternation of rf phase for the first exciting
pulse to eliminate distortions of spectra due to tran-
sient process in the rf circuit after pulse.

The components K of the magnetic shiftH Ž 5 .
tensor for 63Cu and 17O were determined from the
position of NMR line maximum corresponding to the

Ž .central ms1r2my1r2 transition by taking into
account the second-order quadrupole corrections to
the shift. We use the following notations for the 63Cu
magnetic shift components: 63K and 63K are mea-5 H
sured when B is along the c-axis and in the ab0

plane, respectively. It should be noted that the value
of 63K depends strongly on the accuracy of deter-H
mination of the quadrupole coupling constant of the
copper nucleus. The related quadrupole frequencies
63

n were obtained from the position of the maxi-Q

mums of the 63Cu and 65Cu NQR spectra measured
at Ts4.2 K. At this temperature NQR line is broad
and asymmetrical. Its width is more than 1 MHz
which makes the precise determination of n diffi-Q

cult and thus of 63K . To reduce the error of 63
nH Q

determination and to study its possible change with
temperature, the spectrum of the central transition
was also measured in a weaker magnetic field B s0

3.9 T, since the frequency dependence of the
Ž 2 .quadrupole term ;n rn and of the terms con-Q 0

Ž .cerning the magnetic hyperfine interactions ;n 0

contributing to the total shift of the 63Cu NMR line
are different. Analysing the spectra obtained at dif-
ferent n one could determine more accurately the0

values of 63
n and 63K for the whole range ofQ H

temperatures. As a result we found that the change of
n is less than 4% between 10–300 K. TheQ

quadrupole frequency 17
n and an asymmetry param-Q
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eter h for different oxygen sites were determined
from the peak positions of the 17O NMR lines related
to 3r2m1r2 and y1r2my3r2 satellite transi-
tions.

As references we used a water solution of CuSO4
63 Ž63 . 17 Ž17for Cu n s90.141 MHz and H O for O nL 2 L

.s46.101 MHz .

3. Experimental results

3.1. 63Cu NMR line shifts

For powder samples of Tl Ba Ca Cu O the2 2 2 3 10yd

spectrum of the 1r2my1r2 transition shows three
peaks. An example of this spectrum measured early

Ž .for Tl2223 T s123 K can be seen on Fig. 1a. Twoc

peripheral peaks are positioned in the same ranges of
frequencies as for quadrupole splitted spectrum of
Tl2212. A third additional peak appears at the centre
of the spectrum. This peak is only slightly splitted at
B s8 T. The total spectrum is interpreted as the0

superposition of two lines corresponding to the two
Ž . Ž . w xsites Cu 1 and Cu 2 16 . The line having the

Ž .largest quadrupole splitting is attributed to the Cu 1

63 Ž .Fig. 1. The Cu NMR spectra 1r2my1r2 transition in the
Ž . Ž . Ž .Tl Ba Ca Cu O T s123 K a unoriented powder, b2 2 2 3 10yd c

Ž . 5oriented sample with cH B , c oriented sample with c B .0 0

Fig. 2. The temperature dependencies of the 63Cu NMR shift of
Ž . Ž .Cu1 open circle and Cu2 solid circle position for cH B and0

5 Ž .c B in the Tl Ba Ca Cu O with T s117 K a and with0 2 2 2 3 10yd c
Ž . 63 Ž . 63 Ž .T s104 K b . Plots K Cu2 vs. K Cu1 are shown at thec H H

insets for both samples.

atoms like for Tl2212. The second line with the
Ž .smallest quadrupole splitting is due to the Cu 2

atoms. Its intensity is found to be about 40% of the
intensity of the line with the larger quadrupole split-
ting. This ratio of intensities is quite reasonable,

Ž .since the amount of Cu 2 in the inner CuO layer is2
Ž .half of the amount of Cu 2 atoms in the outer CuO2

layers.
Fig. 1b and c present the NMR spectra for the

ms1r2my1r2 transition in the oriented Tl2223
Ž .sample with T s123 K . In order to focus on thec

interesting peaks, we have omitted the part of the
total 63Cu spectrum lying below 90.3 MHz. An
additional peak attributed to powder part of the
sample is can be seen in this frequency domain. For
B Hc the spectrum has two peaks. The lines at the0
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lower frequency and at the higher frequency are
Ž . Ž .assigned to Cu 2 and Cu 1 atoms, respectively.

63 Ž .The experimental error for K at Cu 2 sitesH
for both samples does not exceed 0.03%. The same

Ž . Ž .error bar "0.015% can be put for the Cu 1 and
Ž .Cu 2 data of sample 2. For sample 1 the important

Ž .quadrupole broadening f150 kHz at B s8 T and0
Ž .a poorer signal-to-noise ratio of the Cu 1 line in-

63 Ž . 63crease the error for K Cu1 : D K F0.04%H H
Ž . 63 Ž .T-T and D K F0.04% T-T .c H c

The temperature dependencies of the magnetic
63 Ž . Ž .shift K for the Cu 1 and Cu 2 sites in the twoH

samples of Tl Ba Ca Cu O are presented in2 2 2 3 10yd

Fig. 2a,b.
Ž .For sample 1 T s117 K , at both copper sitesc

the magnetic shift 63K decreases slightly with tem-H
perature. A similar temperature dependence is ob-

w x Ž .served in Bi2223 compound 11 for the Cu 1 and
Ž .Cu 2 sites.

Ž .Our data concerning Cu 1 sites of sample 1
demonstrate a more flat T-dependence above Ts130

w xK than the reported recently by Zheng et al. 15 for
Tl2223 with about the same T and measured with ac

higher precision at 10.6 T. But this difference is not
an intrinsic property of our sample and is rather
related to a problem of comparison of data measured
with a different precision. As seen in the insets the

63 Ž . 63 Ž .plot of K Cu2 vs. K Cu1 , can be fitted by aH H
straight line within the experimental error. As we

shall see below 17K is a better probe than 63K due to
the better precision, for a more careful determination
of the spin susceptibility.

In the case of sample 2 with the larger oxygen
depletion, a stronger temperature dependence of the
Cu NMR line shift takes place in the normal state.

The shift 63K for both lines also drops belowH
T . This drop is more pronounced in overdopedc

sample, it is due to the freezing of the spin contribu-
tion 63K which is proportional to uniform part ofs

Ž .the spin susceptibility x qs0 . For copper in thes

CuO layers the shift 63K sH demonstrates2 s hf x Žqs0.s

Ž63 63 .a rather strong anisotropy K ) K due to thes H s 5

anisotropy of the magnetic hyperfine fields H athf

the Cu nuclei. In the superconducting state one has
to take into account the diamagnetic contribution
K to total NMR shift. As estimated for B s8 Tdia 0

and Ts10 K<T this diamagnetic correctionc
< <K is about 0.005%, that is markedly less thanH dia

an error D K in determination of 63K . EvaluatingH
the spin contribution we assumed K s0 at Ts10s H

Ž . ŽK<T . In this case the difference K T yK Tc H H
. Ž .s10 K can be accounted as a measure of K T .s H

Ž .The values of K T(T for both Cu1 and Cu2s H c

positions of the samples under study are listed in
Table 1.

5For B c the lines of different copper sites are0

resolved very poorly and form a single asymmetric
line.

Table 1
ŽThe structural parameters, as well as the quadrupole frequencies and the asymmetry parameters for the Tl Ba Ca Cu O T s117 K,2 2 2 3 10yd c

.T s123 K, T s104 Kc c

aT s117 K T s123 K T s104 Kc c c

˚Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a A 3.858 9 3.851 2 3.853 4
˚Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c A 35.705 6 35.720 1 35.767 8

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Cu 1 O Cu 2 O Cu 1 O Cu 2 O Cu 1 O Cu 2 O2 2 2 2 2 2

63 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n MHz 17.2 3 11.4 3 16.5 3 10.8 3 14.3 2 10.0 2Q
63 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K % 0.11 3 0.16 3 0.15 3 0.20 3 0.13 2 0.16 2orb H
63 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K T(T % 0.29 5 0.16 4 0.25 5 0.14 3 0.16 3 0.10 2s H c
63 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K T(T % 0.18 3 -0.18 y y 0.09 3 -0.09s 5 c
17 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n MHz 1.10 5 1.10 5 y y 0.94 5 0.94 5Q
17 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h 0.33 1 0.33 1 y y 0.30 1 0.30 1
17 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sH % 0.20 5 0.020 5 y y 0.020 5 0.020 5
17 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K % 0.10 2 0.09 2 y y 0.09 2 0.09 2s H

a For optimal doped sample of Tl2223 with T s123 K the 63
n frequencies were measured at both crystallographically inequivalent sites ofc Q

w xcopper in our previous work 16 .
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63 Ž .At Ts250 K the shifts K is equal to 1.29 55

Ž .and 1.26 5 % for sample 1 and 2, respectively. As
seen in Fig. 2, 63K decreases slightly when lowering5

Ž . Ž .T and its value at Ts10 K is 1.09 5 and 1.15 5 %
for sample 1 and 2, respectively. A similar thermal

63 w xbehavior of K is reported in Ref. 15 for Tl22235

with T s115 K.c

For 63K , the diamagnetic correction increases5

< Ž . <and reaches K T<T f0.025% for B s8 T.5dia c 0

As seen in Fig. 2 the variation of 63K in supercon-5

ducting state exceeds this value which is approxi-
mately equal to the error of the shift measurements
in our experiments.

3.2. 17O NMR line shifts

The whole 17O NMR spectra of the magnetically
oriented powder of Tl2223 are shown in Fig. 3a,b.
The spectra were obtained at Ts120 K for c paral-

Ž . Ž .lel a and perpendicular b to the magnetic field
B . The shape of spectra is very similar to those0

reported for oriented powders of thallium com-

17 Ž .Fig. 3. The O NMR spectra of the oriented Tl2223 T s117 Kc
5 Ž . Ž .for c B a and cH B b .0 0

Ž . w x Ž .pounds with one TlBa2201 20 , two TlBa2212
w x Ž . w x21 and three TlBa2223, T s115 K 15 CuOc 2

w xplanes. We use the same notations as in Refs. 20,21
for peaks of the satellites lines of oxygen placed at
different sites.

The assignment of the different lines in the 17O
w xNMR spectra was done in our previous paper 21 .

Here the discussion will be restricted to the ‘A’-lines,
having a strong temperature dependence of their
positive shift and corresponding to oxygen O1 and
O2 in the outer and inner CuO layers, respectively.2

For these oxygen atoms the principal axis of the
Ž .electric field gradient EFG tensor lies in the a–b

plane along the Cu–O–Cu bond.
The quadrupolar frequencies 17

n and asymmetryQ

parameters h for these different oxygen positions
were calculated from the peak positions of the NMR
lines corresponding to the "3r2m"1r2 transi-
tions with different orientation of the c-axis with
respect to B .0

For example, for the msq3r2mq1r2 transi-
tion the A1 peak should be in agreement with the

w xfrequency n defined by the expression 22 for the1

orientation of c along the B :0

1
n sn 1qK " n 1yhŽ . Ž .1 0 H Q2

5n 2 2 1Q 2q 1q hq h . 1Ž .ž /16n 3 90

For B aligned in the a–b plane a ‘double peak’ line0

should appear for uniaxially oriented powder with
two singularities at n and n :2 3

1
n sn 1qK " n 1qhŽ . Ž .2 0 H Q2

5n 2 2 1Q 2q 1y hq h , 2Ž .ž /16n 3 90

5n 2
Q 2n sn 1qK .n q h . 3Ž .Ž .3 0 5 Q 36n 0

Ž . Ž .We assume in Eqs. 1 – 3 an axial symmetry of
the magnetic shift tensors for the 17O NMR lines,
denoting the components K 'K , K sK 'Ka 5 b c H
for the Cu–O–Cu fragment which is located along
the a-axis.
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This assumption is very close to real structure of
magnetic shift tensor at O1 and O2 sites. As shown
in the 17O NMR experiments in single crystals of

w x w xY123 23 and in oriented powder of Tl2223 15 the
<17 17 < 17difference K y K < K for oxygen in CuOb c c 2

layer.
No sizeable additional peaks in the pattern of

satellites were found in going from Tl2212 to Tl2223.
This means that within the error of determination for
17 Ž 17 .n D n s"40 kHz the EFG has about the sameQ Q

value at oxygen placed in the structurally inequiva-
lent copper layers.

The values of n and h obtained for oxygen inQ

both samples are listed in Table 1.
For sample 1 the value of 17

h is a little less than
w x 17 Ž .the one reported in Ref. 15 and n s1.10 5 MHzQ

is can be considered as the average weighted of
17 Ž . 17 Žn O in inner CuO layer s1.06 MHz and n OQ 2 Q

. w xin outer CuO layer s1.12 MHz 15 obtained for2

Tl2223 with T s117 K.c
ŽThe O1 and O2 central line y1r2m1r2 transi-

.tion changes markedly its shape in going from the
overdoped sample 1 to the underdoped sample. In

Fig. 4. The 17O NMR spectra of the 1r2my1r2 central transi-
5 Ž . Ž .tion for c B in Tl2223 with T s117 K a and T s104 K b .0 c c

Fig. 5. The temperature dependence of the 17O NMR shift of O1
Ž . Ž . Ž .open circle and O2 solid circle in Tl2223 with T s117 K ac

Ž . 5and T s104 K b for c B .c 0

sample 1 this line demonstrates a shape with ‘two
5 Ž .humps’ for c B orientation Fig. 4a , as distinct0

from the apparent single gaussian line in sample 2
Ž .Fig. 4b . We believe that the splitting of the line in
sample 1 evidences the difference in the magnetic
shifts for oxygen in the inner and the outer CuO2

layers.
A similar difference of magnetic shift at O1 and

w xO2 sites is reported in Ref. 15 for Tl2223 with
T s115 K.c

For sample 2, the difference between the shifts of
the O1 and O2 lines vanishes. Thereby a narrower
single central NMR line of 17O is observed in the
normal and superconducting states. The central line
was simulated with two Gaussians having different
shift of maxima and the results for K at O1 andH
O2 positions for both samples are presented in Fig.

17 Ž .5a,b. For sample 1, the magnitude of K 01 is theH
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largest and its value reaches a maximum at room
temperature. For O2 in the middle copper layer a

17 Ž .gradual monotonous decrease of K 02 with tem-H
perature is observed without any maximum. For

17 Ž .sample 2 the slope of K T is steeper than inH
sample 1 as usually found in less doped cuprates. It
is worth to note that although sample 1 is overdoped
17K decreases when lowering T as it is often foundH

w xfor not too strongly overdoped compounds 20 .

4. Discussion

Magnetic hyperfine interactions contributing to
the 63Cu and 17O NMR shifts were well studied in
cuprates and reviews on this topic can be found in

w xRefs. 24–27 . In the normal state the total magnetic
shift can be written as:

K T ssqK qK T , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .orb s

K T sH T . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .s hf x s

Ž .The first term in Eq. 4 is the chemical shift s

which is due to magnetic hyperfine interaction of the
17O nuclei with electrons of closed shells. For Cu
atoms the orbital contribution K of the partiallyorb

filled 3d-orbitals appears. This contribution is due to
the Van Vleck paramagnetism of the 3d shells of
copper and exceeds substantially the chemical shift.
K and s may be considered as independent of theorb

temperature. Thus the temperature dependence of the

17 Ž . 63 Ž .Fig. 6. K O1 vs. K Cu1 with temperature as a parameterH H
Ž . Ž .for the normal state of Tl Ba Ca Cu O T s117 K `2 2 2 3 10yd c

Ž . Ž .and Tl Ba Ca Cu O T s104 K B .2 2 2 3 10yd c

17 Ž . 63 Ž .Fig. 7. K O2 vs. K Cu2 with temperature as a parameterH H
Ž . Ž .for the normal state of Tl Ba Ca Cu O T s117 K `2 2 2 3 10yd c

Ž . Ž .and Tl Ba Ca Cu O T s104 K B .2 2 2 3 10yd c

total shifts is due to the spin contribution K , whichs

is caused by the magnetic hyperfine interaction with
Ž .electrons of the conduction band Knight shift . This

shift is proportional to the local spin susceptibility
Ž .x T through the hyperfine field H .s hf

The NMR data on the nuclei in the copper layer
are well described for a considerable number of

w xcuprates YBa Cu O , La Sr CuO 28–31 in2 3 7 2yx x 4

terms of the single spin susceptibility in the layer. By
this assumption the Knight shifts of oxygen and
copper positioned in the same layer are expected to
change with temperature proportionally to each other

Ž .in accordance with Eq. 4 . Figs. 6 and 7 show the
17 Ž . 63 Ž . 17 Ž .plots of K 01 vs. K Cu1 and K 02 vs.H H H

63 Ž .K Cu2 with temperature as a parameter for sam-H
ple 1 and 2. Such a proportionality allows one to use
the single spin liquid picture, developed in Refs.
w x28–31 .

In order to check the applicability of the single
spin susceptibility approximation to multilayered
cuprates it is necessary to compare the temperature
dependencies of magnetic shift for atoms positioned
in the different CuO layers. The 17O NMR shift2

Ž 17data measured with a better precision D KF
.0.004% are more suitable for this task. For sample 2

the same value of 17K was found at O1 and O2 sites
for all temperatures under study and this permits to
describe at small wave vectors q the electron states
in the different CuO planes with a unique spin2
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susceptibility. The situation changes when increasing
17 Ž .the doping. In sample 1, the plot of K O1 vs.

17 Ž . Ž . Ž .K O2 ` Fig. 8 cannot be described by a
straight line starting from the origin of coordinates
17 Ž . 17 Ž .K O1 s K O2 s0. As will be discussed below,
the chemical shifts for oxygen from different copper

17 Ž . 17 Ž .layers are equal to one another s O1 f s O2H H
and the very same fit would be expected if both
types of CuO layers were described with the same2

x .s

Now we refer to the 17O and 63Cu NMR shift data
obtained for sample 2 with T s104 K. The NMRc

Ž .line of the central transition for oxygen Fig. 4b
demonstrates a nonsplitted symmetrical shape as dis-
tinct from the overdoped Tl2223.

This shape remains unchanged when T decrease.
It was not possible to separate the contributions of
the O1 and O2 sites to this line. In sample 2, the
identical thermal behavior of the oxygen lines with
temperature makes possible in accordance with Eqs.
Ž . Ž . 17 Ž . 17 Ž .4 and 5 to assume s O1 f s O2 andH H
17 Ž . 17 Ž .K O1 s K O2 for oxygen placed in the crys-s s

tallographically inequivalent CuO layers. It is rea-2

sonable to suppose that hyperfine fields at the oxy-
gen atoms in different layers are the same: 17Hhf H
Ž . 17 Ž .O1 s H O2 , since its magnitude is monitoredhf H
by Cu–O–Cu distance in plane. Thus the 17O NMR

Ž .data demonstrate the decrease of x qs0 and itss

unified temperature dependencies for inequivalent
CuO planes in Tl2223 when reducing the concen-2

tration of holes n -nopt.h h

17 Ž . 17 Ž .Fig. 8. K O1 vs. K O2 with temperature as a parameterH H
Ž .for the normal state of Tl Ba Ca Cu O T s117 K .2 2 2 3 10yd c

The central lines corresponding to Cu1 and Cu2
being well resolved for B Hc. One can trace sepa-0

rately NMR shift of copper in the inner and the outer
63 Ž .CuO layers. For sample 2 the plot of K Cu2 vs.2

63 Ž .K Cu1 with a temperature as a parameter is fitted
Ž .satisfactorily by a straight line inset Fig. 2b indicat-

ing that a single spin susceptibility may be applied to
Ž .describe electronic states at qs 0; 0 in different

CuO planes of underdoped Tl2223. In these planes2

the Cu1 and Cu2 atoms have a different nearest
oxygen surrounding and the distinction in magnitude
of 63K and in its slope with temperature for Cu1H
and Cu2 can be attributed to different values of
63K and 63H in structurally inequivalentorbH hf H
planes.

w xAccording to Zheng et al. 15 the difference in
magnitude of 63K between pyramidal and squareH
planes is attributed to the difference in spin suscepti-
bility at q s 0. In this case the ratio of

Ž . Ž .K Cu1 rK Cu2 is expected to approach at ele-s s

vated temperatures the 3D paramagnet limit
Ž . Ž . 63K Cu1 rK Cu2 s1. Here the equality as Hs s hf H

Ž . 63 Ž . 17Cu1 s H Cu2 is assumed. Only K demon-hf H
strate this tendency as seen in Fig. 5. The 63K H

w xpresented in this work and reported in Ref. 15 do
not reveal such a tendency indicating that a differ-

63 Ž . 63 Ž .ence in magnitudes of H Cu1 and H Cu2hf H hf H
might be involved in discussion of the 63K ratio.H

Thus according to the 63Cu and 17O NMR data
Ž .x qs0, vs0 decreases with T and its tempera-s

ture dependence becomes the same for the inequiva-
lent CuO layers in going towards an underdoped2

state of multilayered cuprate Tl2223. As we have
mentioned the decrease of n enhances the pseudo-h

gap-like drop of x above T and we may enlarges c

our conclusion as follows. In going to the under-
doped state of Tl2223 a more homogeneous distribu-
tion of hole carriers occurs among the crystallo-
graphically different layers of CuO .2

Ž .Further, we turn back to the expressions 4 and
Ž .5 and give some estimations for different contribu-
tions to the total NMR shift. We have already found
17 Ž . w xs s0.020 5 % 21 for oxygen placed in the CuOH 2

layer of Tl Ba CaCu O by analysing jointly the2 2 2 8yd
17O and 205Tl NMR shift data. The same values of
s can be taken for oxygen in the outer copperH
layers of Tl2223 since the Cu1–O1 distance and
symmetry of the nearest environment of the Cu
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atoms are the same as in Tl2212. Using the plot of
17 Ž . 63 Ž . Ž .K O1 vs. K Cu1 Fig. 6 the value of the
orbital shift 63K s0.11% is obtained for Cu1 inorbH
sample 1. The same procedure applied to the O1–Cu1
data for sample 2 with T s104 K yields 63K sc orbH
0.13%. The orbital shift for Cu2 was found to be

Ž63 Ž .slightly increased for both samples K Cu2 sorbH
.0.16% in comparison with values obtained for Cu1

sites.
Considering the 63Cu NMR shifts data far below
Ž .T Fig. 2a,b one can note that the experimentalc

63 Ž .value of the line shift K 10 K is very close toH
63K obtained as a result of the fitting. Thus weorb

conclude that the additional diamagnetic contribution
to the 63Cu and 17O NMR line shifts below T , doesc

not exceed 0.005% when B Hc and B s8 T. For0 0
5B c the value of K sy0.025% was obtained as0 dia 5

a difference between experimental value of the 17O
NMR line shift at Ts10 K and the chemical shift
17
s s0.02%.H

The experimental values of the quadrupole fre-
quencies n and the asymmetry parameters h forQ
63 17 Ž .Cu and O nuclei see Table 1 obtained in the
present paper allow us to estimate the hole occupa-
tion numbers at Cu and oxygen sites in the CuO2

planes of Tl2223.
It should be noted that in both Cu sites, Cu1 and

Cu2, the values of quadrupole frequency

3e63Q
63

n s q 6Ž .Q z z2 I 2 Iy1 hŽ .

increase when the hole doping level increase. This
increase is related to change of the so-called valence
contribution to the total electric field gradient q .z z

w xAccording to Schwarz et al. 32 , Ambrosch et al.
w x w x33 and Yu et al. 34 the value of the lattice
contribution q lat at the Cu sites accounts for onlyz z

1–5% of the total q . Then the following relationz z

may be written:

q sqval qq lat fqval . 7Ž .z z z z z z z z

The valence contribution at the Cu sites is defined
by the contributions from the electrons in the Cu
4p-orbit and holes in the Cu 3d 2 2 orbit:x yy

vol ² y3:q sq qq se 4r5 rŽ . 4 pz z z z4 p z z3d

=
n qn4 p , x 4 p , y

n y4 p , zž /2

= ² y3: 2 2qe 4r7 r n , 8Ž . Ž .3d x yy

where n and n 2 2 are the electron number in4p,a x yy

the Cu 4p-orbit and hole number in the Cu 3d 2 2x yy

orbit, respectively. The presence of two terms in Eq.
Ž .8 makes difficult at first sight the analysis of the
variations with doping of partial contributions of 4p-

Ž Ž ..and 3d-states to n Eq. 6 in doping. To estimateQ
w xn Hanzawa 27 proposed the following empirical4p,a

relation:

C
n s y0.0377, 9Ž .4 p ,a R yRCu – O ,a 0

˚ ˚where Cs0.0297 A, R s1.626 A. The distance0

R between Cu and the nearest oxygen wasCu – O,a
Ždetermined using X-ray diffraction data see Table

.1 . The Cu–O-distance in plane does not change
under doping within experimental accuracy. Since

Ž .n < n , n its possible variation due to4p, z 4p, x 4p, y

small change of R distance is expected to beCu – O4

negligible. Therefore, we assume that total EFG at
copper changes due to variations of n 2 2 onlyx yy
Ž Ž .. ² y3:second term in Eq. 8 . Using the value r s4p

w x25.73 a.u. 34 and the known values for R inCu – O,a
Ž .Tl2223 we can find from the expressions 6–9 the

concentrations of 4p-electrons n and the contri-4p,a

butions to the quadrupole frequency n from 4p-4p, z
Ž .electrons for the Cu1 and Cu2 sites Table 2 .

Table 2
Values of R , concentration of 4p-electrons in 4 -orbits and 4p-electron contribution to the quadrupole frequencies of different CuCu – O,a p,a

sites for Tl2223

˚ ˚ ˚Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n MHz R A R A R A n n n4p, z Cu – O1 Cu – O2 Cu – O4 4p, x 4p, y 4p, z

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Cu1 y28.27 9 1.925 1.925 2.302 0.0616 5 0.0616 5 0.0061 7
Ž . Ž . Ž .Cu2 y31.62 9 1.924 1.924 y 0.0620 5 0.0620 5 0
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² y3:Then using r s8.2687 a.u., the Hartree–3d
9 w xFock value for 3d configuration 35 , experimental

values of quadrupole frequencies of copper n andQ
Ž .values obtained n , from the expressions 6–8 we4p, z

find the hole numbers n 2 2 of the Cu 3d-orbits forx yy

the Cu1 and Cu2 sites in Tl2223 with different
Ž .doping degree see Table 3 .

The holes in 2p - and 2p -orbits of oxygen ares p

the main contribution to electric field gradient for
oxygen positions. The hole numbers in these orbits
n and n may be found from the followingps pp

w xexpressions 36 :
h nz

n s 1q , 10Ž .ps ž /3 n 2 p ,0

2 nz
n s h , 11Ž .pp 3 n 2 p ,0

Ž .Ž 2 .Ž .² y3:where n s 3r20 e Qrh 4r5 r is the2p2p,0

contribution from one hole in the p-orbit. The values
of n and n for overdoped and underdopedps pp

states of Tl2223 are presented in Table 3.
One of important quantities is the concentration of

holes dn doped into molecular orbit O2p–
Cu3d 2 2–O2p of the CuO layer. In accord withx yy 2

w xRef. 27 the quantity dn can be written in the
following form:

2 2dnsn yn y nÝx yy 4s 4 p ,a
a

q2 n qn q2n y1, 12Ž . Ž .2 ps 2 pp 2s

where n and n are the electron numbers in the4s 2s

4s-orbit of copper and hole numbers in 2s-orbit of
Ž .oxygen, respectively; unity in Eq. 12 corresponds

to the half-filled state with respect to the 2d10 state.
The values n s0.07 and n s0.141 have been4s 2s

w xtaken from the paper 27 for YBa Cu O . The2 3 7

obtained values of dn are presented in Table 3.
It should be noted that the value obtained for the

w xcontribution n in Refs. 32–34 is considerably4p, z

different from the value n sy69 MHz obtained4p, z
w xin Ref. 37 on the basis of a cluster model for

w xYBa Cu O . If the data presented in Ref. 37 are2 3 6

used in line with the calculation scheme above other
Ž2 2values of n and dn can be obtained see Tablex yy

. 2 23 . In this case our results for n , n and nx yy ps pp

in the outer CuO layer of the overdoped Tl2223 are2

in fairly good agreement with the values obtained in
w x ŽRef. 36 for Tl2223 with T s115 K see Table 1 inc
w x.Ref. 36 . The difference in the values of dn can be

due to the fact that we have additionally taken into
account the electron numbers in the Cu 4s-orbits and
hole numbers in the O 2s-orbits. Unfortunately, it is
hard to say which values of n 2 2 and dn approxi-x yy

mate to the truth. However, independent of the value
of the contribution n to the quadrupole frequency4p, z

of the Cu nuclei n one can trace the tendency ofQ

the change of the hole numbers n 2 2 in the Cux yy

3d-orbit and concentration of doped holes dn in
molecular O2p–Cu3d 2 2–O2p-orbit for each ofx yy

inequivalent CuO layers depending on the doping2

degree of Tl2223. The data presented in Table 3
Ž .show that: i in the underdoped state of Tl2223

Ž . 2 2T s104 K the hole numbers n and concen-c x yy

tration of doped holes dn in the inner and outer
Ž .CuO layers are close to each other; ii with the2

growth of doping degree the quantities n 2 2 andx yy
Ž .dn are increased in each of the CuO layers; iii2

with the growth of the total number of holes the
difference in the number of doped holes dn between
inequivalent CuO layers is increased: the hole num-2

Ž .ber in outer layer dn Cu1 is increased with doping

Table 3
Hole numbers in the copper 3d 2 2- and oxygen 2p-orbits and concentrations of doped holes dn in structurally inequivalent CuO layers.x yy 2

The values of n are given on per atom basisi

Ž . Ž . Ž .n MHz Tl2223 T s117 K Tl2223 T s123 K Tl2223 T s104 K4p, z c c c

2 2 2 2 2 2n n n dn n n n n dnx yy ps pp x yy x yy ps pp

Ž .Cu 1 O y28.3 0.388 0.335 0.066 0.272 0.382 0.363 0.284 0.051 0.1172
Ž .Cu 2 O y31.6 0.367 0.335 0.066 0.251 0.363 0.355 0.284 0.051 0.1142
Ž .Cu 1 O y69 0.735 0.335 0.066 0.456 0.730 0.710 0.284 0.051 0.2982
Ž .Cu 2 O y72.1 0.712 0.335 0.066 0.440 0.707 0.700 0.284 0.051 0.2972
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Ž . Ž .faster than that in inner layer dn Cu2 ; iv the
Ž .2 2values of the ratio n r n qn in Tl2223x yy ps pp

decreases in increasing the doping degree. This gives
evidence that the holes doped into the CuO layers2

are mainly located in the orbits of the oxygen atoms.
Now we attempt to estimate the real concentration

of mobile hole carriers n in both types of CuOh 2

layers avoiding the difficulty of conclusive determi-
nation of the contribution n . As noted previously4p, z

we assume that the concentration of the 4p-electrons,
n , is independent of the doping degree and that4p

n 2 2 are proportional to the concentration of mo-x yy

bile holes n in CuO layer.h 2

Thus we suppose that the structure of the hole
carriers wave function does not change in consider-
able extent under doping around maximum of T . Asc

a result 63
n should increase linearly with n in theQ h

w xCuO plane 27,38 and the slope of this increase is2

the same for both planes. This slope is independent
of the doping degree of the compound

dn Cu1 dn Cu2Ž . Ž .Q Q
s . 13Ž .

dn Cu 1 O dn Cu 2 OŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .h 2 h 2

In order to find this slope we need a value of
² : Žn which is the average hole carriers concentra-h

.tion measured in galvanic–magnetic experiments
for both samples. Unfortunately we have no macro-

² :scopic measurements related to n . The Hall car-h
Ž .rier densities 1r eR sp were reported in Refs.H H

w x39,40 for optimally doped sample of Tl2223 with
Ž opt .T s122 K -n )s0.15 holerCu atom and forc h

Žthe underdoped one with T s102 K this value isc
.very close to the one obtained for sample 2 . We

followed nearly the same preparation procedure in
sintering the underdoped sample 2 as used in Refs.
w x Ž .39,40 for Tl2223 T s102 K . Therefore, we as-c

sume the average hole concentration for sample 2
² un:equal to n (0.09 holerCu as should be ob-h

w xtained for Tl2223 with T s102 K 39,40 . As shownc

above for sample 2 the holes are uniformly dis-
tributed among the inequivalent CuO layers, viz2

unŽ Ž . . un Ž Ž . .n Cu 1 O sn Cu 2 O s0.09 holerCu atom.h 2 h 2

For optimally doped sample we set the average hole
² opt:concentration equal to and n (0.15 holerCuh

atom as is obtained for Tl2223 with T s122 Kc

w x39,40 . And the following expressions can be writ-
63 Ž .ten to estimate d n rdn CuO :Q h 2

1opt opt opt² :n s 2n Cu 1 O qn Cu 2 O ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .h h 2 h 23

14Ž .

n opt Cu1 yn un Cu1Ž . Ž .Q Q

opt unn Cu 1 O yn Cu 1 OŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .h 2 h 2

n opt Cu2 yn un Cu2Ž . Ž .Q Q
s . 15Ž .opt unn Cu 2 O yn Cu 2 OŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .h 2 h 2

63 Ž .The slope of n vs. n CuO for Tl2223 isQ h 2

found to be equal 29 MHzrhole for both Cu1 and
63 Ž .Cu2. The value of the slope d n rdn CuO ob-Q h 2

tained for the five-fold coordinated copper in the
w xcase of YBaCuO is equal to 23.4 MHzrhole 38 .6qx

The difference is not so large and for detailed discus-
sion one needs to measure NMR and transport prop-
erties at the same samples. As a result the concentra-
tion of holes in inequivalent layers is found to be

optŽ Ž . .different for optimally doped Tl2223: n Cu 1 Oh 2
optŽ Ž . .s 0.166 holerCu atom, n Cu 2 O s 0.118h 2

holerCu atom, dn rdn s29 MHzrhole. For theQ h

overdoped sample 1 this difference is increased. We
ov Ž Ž . .obtain n Cu 1 O s0.190 holerCu atom andh 2

ov Ž Ž . .n Cu 2 O s0.138 holerCu atom.h 2

For multilayered cuprates having inequivalent
copper layers it was pointed by Haines and Tallon
w x5 , that a coulomb interaction of holes with ionic

Ž Ž . .core leads to the inequality n Cu 1 O )h 2
Ž Ž . .n Cu 2 O for the overdoped state. This inequalityh 2

is weakened with reduction of the hole concentration
and may go into the opposite one, namely
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .n Cu 1 O -n Cu 2 O , in the case of stronglyh 2 h 2

underdoped state. Our results support these calcula-
tions in general. However, according to our estima-

Ž Ž . .tion the carrier concentration n Cu 2 O in theh 2

inner CuO layer is reduced when decreasing the2

total number of holes in the sample, which is con-
trary to the increase of this value predicted in Ref.
w x Ž .5 Fig. 9, solid line . This discrepancy may be
explained in the following way. As known the real
content of Tl in the thallium layers is less than two
atoms of Tl per formula unit. Haines and Tallon did
not consider this depletion of the thallium sublattice.
They also did not take into account that some amount

Ž .of thallium ;5–9% substitute for calcium in the
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Fig. 9. The concentration of holes in the inner and outer layers of
Tl Ba Ca Cu O as a function of the total number of holes2 2 2 3 10yd

transferred from the TlO layers. The solid lines are the results of
calculation in the frame of the point charge model proposed by

w xHaines and Tallon 5 . Dashed lines fit n , estimated from theh
63Cu NQR data for different CuO layers of Tl2223 with T s1172 c

w xK, T s104 K studied in this work and T s123 K 16 .c c

Ca layers changing the average charge at the calcium
sites and, may be, reducing the concentration of
holes in the nearest CuO planes. This additional2

distribution of charge within layers contributes to the
electrostatic energy and should make the magnitude
of the real Madelung energy to be different from the
value calculated for ideal structure. The dependen-

Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .cies n vs. n s2n Cu 1 O qn Cu 2 O areh h,tot h 2 h 2

drawn at Fig. 9 with dashed lines and these lines are
related to the case with adjusted parameter
Ž ) . Ž w x .m rm res0.1 see Ref. 5 for details . Unfortu-e

nately, Tl Ba Ca Cu O exist only in a narrow2 2 2 3 10yd

range of d which do not allow one to study experi-
mentally the strongly underdoped state, where the

Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .inequality n Cu 1 O -n Cu 2 O is predicted.h 2 h 2

5. Conclusions

The results obtained in this investigation can be
summarized as follows.

Ž .1 The different temperature dependence of the
Ž .uniform spin susceptibility x qs0 for the crystal-s

lographically inequivalent CuO layers was revealed2

for the overdoped sample. A sharper decrease of
Ž .x T with temperature occurs for the inner layer.s

This may be considered as due to the lower concen-
tration of hole carriers in this layer in comparison
with n for the outer layer which is less distant fromh

the acceptor TlO layer.
Ž .2 The difference in the levels of doping for the

inequivalent CuO layers disappears in going to-2

wards the underdoped state of Tl2223. This is sup-
ported by the same temperature dependencies Knight
shifts 17,63K in different layers CuO .2

Ž .3 The electric field gradient data were obtained
for atoms in inequivalent copper planes and esti-
mates of the hole numbers at Cu and oxygen sites

Ž .were extracted as well: i in the underdoped state of
Ž . 2 2Tl2223 T s104 K the hole numbers n andc x yy

concentration of doped holes dn are close in the
Ž .inner and outer CuO layers; ii when the doping2

degree increases the quantities n 2 2 and dn arex yy
Ž .increased in each of the CuO layers; iii when the2

total number of holes increases, the difference in dn
between inequivalent CuO layers is increased: in2

Ž . Ž .outer layer dn Cu1 is increased faster than dn Cu2
Ž . Ž .2 2in inner layer; iv the value of n r n qnx yy ps pp

in Tl2223 decreases when increasing the doping
degree. This gives evidence that the holes doped into
the CuO layers are mainly located in the oxygen2

orbitals.
Ž .4 It has been pointed out that concentration of

the mobile holes in inequivalent CuO planes be-2

comes different in going from the underdoped to-
wards the overdoped Tl Ba Ca Cu O . Inhomo-2 2 2 3 10yd

geneity of the distribution of hole carriers increases
with doping level of the compound.
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